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 o-tour Bike West

Obwalden Tourismus, Obwalden Tourismus, Martin Platter

Tour Dates:


medium

Difficulty


48,9 km
Distance


6 h 15 min

Duration


1584 m
Altitude


1584 m

Altitude descending


1618 m

Highest Point


435 m

Lowest Point

Recommended Seasons:

JAN FEB MRZ APR MAI JUN

JUL AUG SEP OKT NOV DEZ

This challenging yet idyllic tour leads along the Sarneraa into the largest
moorland landscape in Switzerland. A discovery MTB tour through the
uniquely diverse Obwalden landscape with challenging single trails.

The start of the o-tour Bike West is at Alpnachstad station, where the world's
steepest cogwheel railway to Mount Pilatus and the landing stage for boats
to Lake Lucerne are located. After a leisurely start on the valley floor past
Lake  Wichel to Sarnen, the ascent then follows  the Langis-Bikesteil route
to the Glaubenberg area. The route then takes you through the largest
moorland in Switzerland via the Schlieren valley and over Alp Horweli to the
highest point, the Schrotenegg. Soon the first single trail begins across the
alp pasture down towards Lütholdsmatt. This is where the Franzosenweg
starts. Around five kilometres of single trail down to the valley. If you prefer
a more leisurely ride, take the metalled  mountain road down towards
Alpnach.The route offers everything a biker's heart desires: tough climbs,

Ratings:

      Panorama

      Kondition

Address:
6053 Alpnachstad

Author:
Obwalden Tourismus

Organisation:
Obwalden Tourismus
https://www.obwalden-tourismus.ch/de/
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unmetalled surfaces, single trails, great views and unique landscapes. There
are also several simple restaurants along the route.
The o-tour Bike West was created by the annual o-tour Bike Marathon
Obwalden event, which takes place every September. The race route leads
through the same areas, but only parts of its are the same as the o-tour Bike
West route.

Safety Guidelines:
Due to the passage through the high moor, it is recommended that you
negotiate the route in dry weather only .

Additional Information:
This route is signposted in one direction only. It can also be followed in the
opposite direction. From Alpnach to Lütholdsmatt take the mountain road
for the ascent. Pushing section between Rischigenmatt and Älggäu, approx.
10 min.
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